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Ok?

As soon as he said this, Bai Chen was taken aback for a moment, and

then he became interested in an instant, and asked curiously:

“What news?” It’s not just Bai Chen.

Everyone around them also pricked their ears and listened carefully.

After all, Zhang Tianyi’s name is too big.

That was the decades since Megatron Jiangnan, with countless living

Huatuo.

At this moment, looking at everyone’s curious appearance, Bai Yifan

couldn’t help but cleared his throat, and continued to say excitedly:

“Master Bai Chen has heard that in Jiang City recently, there has also

been a genius doctor called-Lin genius! ”

Even, my grandfather’s life was saved by the genius doctor Lin !” The

genius doctor Lin!

Bai Chen frowned. He didn’t know what the relationship between the

genius doctor Lin and the genius doctor Zhang had to do.

“I’ve heard some! However, the mistress thinks this person’s name is

not true and can’t be trusted!”

Just!

What surprised Bai Chen was that after hearing his words, Bai Yifan

shook his head, smiled mysteriously, and said,

“Master Bai Chen, it is so wrong!”

“The news I want to tell is about Zhang. The genius doctor and Lin

genius! Just today, at the entrance of the Yifan Chinese and Western

Hospital, a young challenger came. He is the closed disciple of the

great doctor Zhang——Ye Tian!”

“This person, who has won all ten battles, will take the Yifan Chinese

and Western Hospital The crushed body was incomplete, but in the

end it was lost to the genius doctor Lin!”

“And it’s… a complete defeat!”

What!

As soon as this remark came out, Bai Chen was shocked.

That was the closed disciple of Doctor Zhang, who was naturally

superb in medical skills, and that Doctor Lin was able to win, which

was obviously unbelievable.

But this is more than that.

Bai Yifan seemed to have thought of something, and there was a flush

of excitement on his face: “Also, the most shocking thing is that when

the master doctor Lin was over, the doctor Zhang appeared!”

“Everyone thought that the doctor Zhang and the doctor Lin Zhizhi.

In the meantime, there will definitely be a battle! However, what is

surprising is that Doctor Zhang is not here to compete!”

Not here to compete?

This sentence immediately aroused the interest of Bai Chen and

everyone.

Many Bai family members asked curiously:

“Mr. Lin won the closed disciple of Dr. Zhang. As a master, shouldn’t

Dr. Zhang help him earn his face?”

“Yes! Doesn’t Dr. Zhang compete with Dr. Lin? Then? What else can

you do?”

“…” At this moment, everyone’s faces were full of deep puzzlement.

However, the next sentence of Bai Yifan made everyone confused.

“It’s not a competition, but… apprentice!”

What!

As soon as he said this, there was an uproar in the audience.

Whether it is Bai Chen or the high-level Bai family around, there are

thick and unbelievable flashes on their faces.

“Yifan, you… are you right? Are you saying that the genius doctor

Zhang wants to follow the genius doctor Lin as his teacher?”

The old lady Bai was full of consternation, and could hardly believe his

ears.

The rest of the people, almost the same, just feel like a fantasy.

“That’s right!”

Bai Yifan got more excited as he said, as if God Doctor Lin had

become his idol:

“According to God Doctor Zhang, the doctor Lin’s medical skills can

be called heaven-defying !”

“Just the medicated food cooked by the great doctor Lin has the effect

of forging muscles and bones, rejuvenating the old and rejuvenating!”
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